
Acrobat

Include:

Shopper pram with lightweight and stylish aluminum frame
Rain cover
Head cushion
seat pad
Practical boot cover

Highlights:

The absolute innovation! The stylish Acrobat can be small fold like a buggy, but offers all the features of a pram..

A sporty stroller with an innovative one-hand fold mechanism. Within seconds unlocking and folding. Ideal for trips
in bus or train.

The height-adjustable handle can be fited individually.

High-class fabrics were here combined with noble leather fitting.

With hardwearing and durable full-PU wheels for excellent handling characteristics - also by sand or snow.

Productimages:
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Acrobat

Design driven by passion.
The iCoo Acrobat boasts an unmistakable style, a love of detail and trend-oriented
design. An exceptional fashion companion for everything that makes life even nicer. 

Its unique copper look and out-and-out innovative appeal makes this pram simply thrilling.
The iCoo Acrobat folds up small for transporting but offers you all the options of a pram!  

The iCoo Acrobat also has a clever one-hand fold mechanism, which enables the pram to
be folded compactly in a matter of seconds and carried or stowed without a problem. The
perfect pram for your car journeys or flights. At your destination the iCoo Acrobat is set up
just as quickly. 

High-quality materials in combination with a fine leather trim and a stylish aluminium
chassis in a copper optic underline the elegance of this stroller. Comfort is ensured with
the hard-wearing Full-PU-wheels. The front wheels, which can be swiveled 360° or
locked, are bigger than the rear wheels which leads to an exceptional quietness. The
Full-PU-wheels and suspension ensure additional shock absorption, whilst the
One-Touch brake provides a firm grip. The front reflectors mean you are always visible in
the dark.  

With this brilliant pram every trip is for pleasure. The backrest can be adjusted to several
positions until flat, which makes it suitable for newborns. The legrest can also be
adjusted. The Acrobat has a spacious, comfortably padded seat which promises plenty of
headroom and freedom of movement even for toddlers. The large hood offers protection
against sun, wind and rain, whilst the viewing window lets you keep an eye on your child.
For better air circulation, the rear part of the hood can be easily zipped off. When it rains,
your child is protected by the practical rain cover. The breathable boot cover also
provides protection and completes this glamorous ensemble.

The iCoo Acrobat is available in two versions. You have the choice between the copper
edition or the trendy fishbone edition, they are available as a single pram or add a
practical car seat to create an Acrobat Shop'n Drive System. So it can be used from the
beginning.
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Acrobat

Colorvariants
151044 Fishbone Blue 151051 Fishbone Red 151068 Fishbone Bordeaux 151013 Copper Blue 151020 Copper Green

151037 Copper Black

Equipment characteristics

One Hand Fold

High-quality full PU-wheel

Aluminium frame

Suspension

Height-adjustable handle 2x / 97 - 101 cm

Locking brake

Large shopping basket

Wipeable

Features

Back rest inclination 100 - 153 °

Adjustable back rest (different positions or continuously) Stufenlos

Adjustable foot rest 3 x x

Detachable canopy
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Acrobat

Features

Detachable cover

Detachable front bar

Lockable and swivelling front wheels

Detachable front wheels

5-point harness system

Cominable with car seat

Combinable with soft carry cot

Measurements and weights

Weight buggy ( in total) 9,75 kg

Measurements folded (min.) 67 x 50 x 34 cm

Measurements built-up (max.) 90 x 50 x 101 cm

Seat width 34 cm

Height-adjustable handle 2x / 97 - 101 cm

Height of handle 101 cm

Measurements lying area 81 cm

Lengths of seat and back rest 23 / 41 cm

Wheel diameter (back wheel) 15,5 cm

Wheel diameter (front wheel) 19,5 cm

Buggy / push chair: From 0 month to 15 kg

Sending information

Pack size 49,5 x 27,5 x 69 cm

Weight total single item (without box) 9,75 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box) 12,75 kg
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Acrobat

Test results and awards:

Product Videos

Acrobat
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xC4EDt590cI

https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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